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Measuring instruments used in radiation protection have under
gone dramatic changes over the past decade. But also the attitude 
of users vis-a-vis this equipment is changing. This is reflected in 
changes in equipment concepts, the trend being towards 
"considerate equipment" which does not absorb the user's 
attention, but reserves it for the real proposes of radiation 
protection. Just measuring is no longer enough. Measured data 
acquisition and evaluation must be integrated more closely, and 
more specifically, into an overall process of optimized in-plant 
radiation protection. A key role in this scheme is played by the 
application-oriented user interface, while measurement and test
ing routines become more and more automated. The technology now available for storing 
programs and data, interconnecting and displaying them in many ways, offers almost 
unlimited possibilities. 

1. Recent Developments 

1.1. pata processing and performance checks 

The most tremendous progress of the past years originates from the widespread introduc
tion of integrated circuits, particularly in the form of ASIC'S (Application Specific Inte
grated Circuits), Microprocessors, and even PC boards in individual instruments. 

This opens wide possibilities for data storage and processing, not only in a conventional 
"electronic unit" as a module where detectors are connected to, but also in the detector 
probe itself. "Intelligent Probes" preprocess the raw data and transmit results to a display 
or documentation unit no longer as pulse rates but as data telegrams. 

Data storage also permits extended innate quality control by continuous comparison with 
earlier determined reference values for e.g. background or detector efficiency. This in
cludes automatic plateau taking, and checking variations in time by overlaying new to old 
values or graphs. 
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L2 Hand-heM monitoring instruments 

The recent developments on 
hand-held insnuments are 
characterized again by the osc of 
microelectronics, and the 
combination of digital and 
graphical result reading on LC 
display. The microelectronics 
allows not only the dramatic 
reduction of external 
dimensions, but also a decrease 
of power consumption. Personal 
dosemeters with active battery 
lifetimes of several years, and 
portable monitors with several 
hundred hours are today's 
standard. The LC Displays have 
opened completely new possibil
ities not only for graphics like 
easy-to-read- bar diagrams, but 
also for convenient operation of 
even complex software by 
softkeys, in earlier time a privi
lege of lar,*e computerized 
systems. 

The two main application fields of hand-held instruments are doserate and contamination 
monitoring. Both tasks require different types of detectors. The use of silicon diodes for 
doserate measurements again allows miniturisation of instruments. There are today pro
fessional doserate meters built into wrist watches, or looking exactly like one of the credit-
card-shaped pocket calculators. 

Nevertheless, there are also combination instruments where a multitude of different detec
tors for all kind of measuring tasks can be connected to a small processing unit with data 
storage and printer/PC interface, the important point being that the detectors are coded 
to be recognized by the basic unit that sets its program and display accordingly. 

13 Low-level Planchet Counting Systems 

Low-level systems are indispensable today for monitoring environmental samples from the 
vicinity of nuclear installations. As usually large numbers of samples have to be processed, 
systems for simultaneous measurements of 10 or more samples have been introduced in 
Germany in the early 80th, and rapidly gained the market. Such systems are PC-based 
without exception, and use highly sophisticated software programs for data evaluation and 
quality checks, including statistical purity control. 

Portable data processing and 
display unit with soft-key operation 
and data storage facilities. 
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Recent developments combine the multi-sample detectors with automatic tray changer 
mechanisms for automatic processing of up to 2S0 samples, reaching in an overnight 
me«giBema*tocttdgttccPonaiaterf 

L.4 Networks 

Networks are extended systems of doserate, air or water monitors whose data are trans
ferred to a central PC evaluation station. In local networks, data transfer is done in real
time by bos lines. In environmental networks, data are usually stored and transmitted eg. 
every hour by telephone or similar lines. Vrogress Ties In the amount of data to be trans
ferred, typically complete gamma spectra In the case of environmental particulate moni
toring and in the powerful software of the central computers. 

With regard to airborne radioactivity monitors, particularly in environmental accident 
warning networks, the standard today for a/fi particulates are moving filter tape systems 
with at least six months operating time, high air throughput (up to 70 rrr/h) and sophisti
cated discrimination methods for natural radioactivity. Additionally, nuclide-spetific 7 
activity determination with high purity germanium detectors, fully automatic evaluation 
software and. if necessary, remote data transfer facilities are increasingly used. Detection 
limits of 50 mBq/nr are reached in two hours' collection time." 

Iodine monitoring is frequently combined with the particulate monitor. Besides the con
ventional instruments with fixed iodine cartridge, there are instruments in use with iodine 
cartridge changer mechanism. Usually, the activation of the iodine cartridge takes place 
only when a certain alarm level at the standard moving filter system is reached. 

2. Some Trends in Developments 

2.1 Technological Trends 

Trends in general are clearly going to improved reliability, early failure recognition, and 
ease of regular comparative performance checks. 

Software of installed instruments, like Hand-Foot-Monitors or air monitoring systems, will 
be PC-based. This also allows "built-in operation manuals". All instruments, even small 
portable ones, will have interfacing possibilities to PCs or laptops, either to read and 
evaluate stored data, or to be programed externally. All programs will contain automatic 
self-check runs, including documentation and drift trend analysis. Via bar-code or magnet
ic card readers, samples or users can be identified, or the location of sampling spots 
determined and stored. 

Newly developed detectors will include position-sensitive, large area proportional counters 
to map contamination in walls, floors or other extended surfaces for application mainly in 
decommissioning. 
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22 User-oriented developments 

It roust be Tecqgnraed that the user's expectations of radiation protectittn instrranems 
differ vridery in two respects. One of those are national or continental variations in history, 
resources, habits, preferences, laws, and even protection prdlosoplnes, that have influ
enced techniques and instruments for radiation protection measurements. The other are 
differences in application requirements of the user, e g . a university research lab as 
compared with a nuclear power plant. In a world, however, of growing technology ex
change, of increasing technical standardization on an international level, regional peculiar
ities will tend to smooth out, and I dare to predict that this process will be accompanied 
by a concentration on a few internationally operating instrument manufacturers, and a 
fading of the smaller national companies, serving presently only limited home markets. 

On the other hand, application specifications, and particularly the degree of professional
ism of the instruments user, will play an increasing part in determining the design of the 
hard-and software. 

The operation of an instrument must be self-explaining, and possible also by an untrained 
user in the many fields of radiation protection where measurements are done as a "side-
job" only. This requires optimization of the instrument/user interface. 

In the course of this development, the manufacturer will more and more realize that a 
radiation protection instruments is fundamentally different, in the ultimate aim and pur
pose of its application, from, let's say, analytical instruments in a laboratory. Taking a 
measurement itself is not yet radiation protection. It can, therefore, not be the utmost goal 
of instrument development to strive for highest sensitivity, lowest background values, or 
utmost complexity of software. What must be the aim is reliability and error-free results, 
simple interpretation, and efficient translation of measured values into protective meas
ures. An apparently very simple instrument -1 like to call it a "considerate" instrument -
may be of much higher value to the user than a sophisticated, high-tech-looking contrap
tion. 
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